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Heavy Duty Painted Metal Garage Cabinets 

China manufacturer recommend to you CYJY heavy duty painted metal garage cabinets. 

It has some unique features that make it stand out from other tool storage options. The 

heavy duty painted metal garage cabinets is made of cold rolling steel, which means that 

it is durable and can withstand even the toughest conditions. Whether you plan to store it 

in your garage or workshop, you can trust it to protect your tools and equipment from 

damage caused by moisture, dust, and other harmful factors. One of the main features of 

the set is the inclusion of drawer locks. Drawer locks provide an additional layer of 

security for your tools and equipment. With the drawer locks included, you can lock your 

tool chest and be sure that your tools will stay safe and secure. 

 

Product Parameter (Specification) 

Size: 5200x1960x600mm 

Steel thickness 18gauge/1.2mm 

Lock Key lock 

Color BLACK/BLUE/RED/GRAY/ORANGE 

Handle Aluminum 

 

Heavy Duty Painted Metal Garage 

Cabinets 

CYJY is one of the professional heavy duty painted 

metal garage cabinets manufacturers and suppliers 

in China. We proudly introducing the heavy duty 

painted metal garage cabinets is the storage 

solution for your garage or workshop! This set is 

specially designed to help you organize your tools, 

equipment, and automotive parts with ease. 
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Material: Cold rolled steel 

Top MDF/STAINLESS 

Remark OEM&ODM are available 

Function Storage for tools 

Finished Powder coated 

 

 

Product Feature And Application 

Another selling point of the heavy duty painted metal garage cabinets is that all drawers 

could fully open. This feature makes it easy to access all of your tools. It saves you time 

and energy, so you can focus on your project with less hassle. The heavy duty painted 

metal garage cabinets is perfect for homeowners, auto mechanics, and handymen. The 

wide range of sizes ensures that you have ample space to store all of your tools and 

equipment in one place. It also makes it easy to organize your tools to find what you 

need quickly. In conclusion, the heavy duty painted metal garage cabinets is a must-have 

for anyone who wants to keep their tools and equipment organized and secure. It offers 

many unique features, including drawer locks, all drawers fully open, and a durable cold 

rolling steel construction. Don't hesitate to purchase this set today and enjoy the benefits 

of an organized and secure garage or workshop! 
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Product Details 

 

Heavy duty painted metal garage cabinets with multiple drawers, different sizes 

tool are suitable.This heavy duty painted metal garage cabinets has drawers sized to 

hold whatever you need to stow. Drawers are equipped with ball bearing sliders.The 

load-bearing capacity of two sliders drawers is 250lbs, when sliders is four (part 

12),become 500lbs.The drawers are all galvanized inside. If you need help finding the 

right heavy duty painted metal garage cabinets for your shop, please contact us. We 

will work with you to get what you need. The entire body of the cabinet can be 

customized. 
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Product Qualification 

 

 

Heavy duty painted metal garage cabinets have obtained a variety of qualifications to meet 

the needs of different countries. 
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Deliver,Shipping And Serving 

 
 

FAQ 

Q: What maintenance is required? 

A:CYJY heavy duty painted metal garage cabinets products are designed to be low 

maintenance and hard wearing.All materials and fittings come with product quarantees 

 

Q: Do you take care of all the Plans and Parmits? 

A: Yes,from concept plans,full working drawings through to liaison with your territorial 

authority for permit. our experienced team can do it all 

 

Q: Do you help with design and colors? 

A: Yes. our design team will spend time with you planning your products to look and feel 

as you desire. 

 

UELCONE TO CONTACT US 

Erica Gao 

Title: Vice-General Manager 

PhoneWhatsApp/WeChat:86-18561734886 

Fax:86-532-66919688 

E-mail:erica@chrecary.com 
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